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Dear Senator Reed, As you know you have my support. Not having had reply to my request to present my case before the Senate Committee in oversight of the National Endowment for the Arts funding, I can only assume that you are along with their mutual friend [name]'s administration's holding of my solution and cannot support my request. As it is a major scandal in
purpose as fair personal advantage, directly with public revenue. From
The First Step in Private Road, the
sent our unfairly treated. These
I have no faith in distinct will
approve of any of our present policies
acting on Congress. I believe we
must face up to mistakes of deliberate
repeated unfaith and discriminatory prestige
(even if done under the aegis of our
allies) in the Congress and Senate, as
well as emphasize the good things. I had hoped in your usual fairness you would take an objective view of this motion. But I realize it is a hard thing to consider.

As a constituent of yours, I would appreciate a response.

yours, Thank sing

Mrs. Hom Kow
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Great, R. I
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